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Abstract. The basal topography is largely unknown beneath
most glaciers and ice caps, and many attempts have been
made to estimate a thickness field from other more accessible
information at the surface. Here, we present a two-step recon-
struction approach for ice thickness that solves mass conser-
vation over single or several connected drainage basins. The
approach is applied to a variety of test geometries with abun-
dant thickness measurements including marine- and land-
terminating glaciers as well as a 2400 km2 ice cap on Sval-
bard. The input requirements are kept to a minimum for the
first step. In this step, a geometrically controlled, non-local
flux solution is converted into thickness values relying on the
shallow ice approximation (SIA). In a second step, the thick-
ness field is updated along fast-flowing glacier trunks on the
basis of velocity observations. Both steps account for avail-
able thickness measurements. Each thickness field is pre-
sented together with an error-estimate map based on a for-
mal propagation of input uncertainties. These error estimates
point out that the thickness field is least constrained near ice
divides or in other stagnant areas. Withholding a share of the
thickness measurements, error estimates tend to overestimate
mismatch values in a median sense. We also have to accept
an aggregate uncertainty of at least 25 % in the reconstructed
thickness field for glaciers with very sparse or no observa-
tions. For Vestfonna ice cap (VIC), a previous ice volume
estimate based on the same measurement record as used here
has to be corrected upward by 22 %. We also find that a 13 %
area fraction of the ice cap is in fact grounded below sea
level. The former 5 % estimate from a direct measurement in-
terpolation exceeds an aggregate maximum range of 6–23 %
as inferred from the error estimates here.
1 Introduction
For the 210 000 glaciers and ice caps on this planet (Bishop
et al., 2004), satellite remote sensing based on optical or
radar instruments enables us to monitor glacier surface ge-
ometry (e.g. Farr et al., 2007; Tachikawa et al., 2011) and
glacier extent variations (e.g. Raup et al., 2007; Rankl et al.,
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2014). Recent studies have shown that surface elevation
changes can be produced on a regional basis (e.g. Berthier
et al., 2010; Zwally et al., 2011; Gardelle et al., 2013; Paul
et al., 2015; Zwally et al., 2015; Rankl and Braun, 2016; Vi-
jay and Braun, 2016). However, for the majority of these ice
geometries, there is no information on ice thickness (Gärtner-
Roer et al., 2014, 2016). Any attempt to predict the glacier
demise under climatic warming and to estimate the future
contribution to sea-level rise (Radic´ and Hock, 2011; Radic´
et al., 2014; Marzeion et al., 2012, 2014; Huss and Hock,
2015) is limited as long as the glacier thickness is not well
known. Moreover, the ignorance of the bed topography in-
hibits the applicability of ice-flow models, which could help
to understand dominant processes controlling the ice-front
evolution of marine-terminating glaciers. This is because the
basal topography exerts a major control on the dynamic re-
sponse of grounded ice (Schoof, 2007, 2010; Favier et al.,
2014). A reason for further concern is that grounded parts of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet are assumed to respond to climatic
warming primarily by outlet glacier acceleration as the float-
ing ice shelves thin (Paolo et al., 2015) and lose their but-
tressing ability (Fürst et al., 2016). As it is impractical to
measure ice thickness for most glaciers, reconstruction ap-
proaches that can infer thickness fields from available geo-
metric, climatic and ice-velocity information have been pro-
posed.
In terms of input requirements, reconstruction approaches
always need information on the geometric setting. This nor-
mally comprises the glacier outline and the surface topog-
raphy. In the Ice Thickness Models Intercomparison eXper-
iment (Farinotti et al., 2016), two types of reconstruction
approaches rely exclusively on this geometric information.
The first type assumes perfect plasticity, relating ice thick-
ness to a glacier-specific yield stress, which itself is inferred
from the elevation range of the glacier (Linsbauer et al.,
2012; Frey et al., 2014; Carrivick et al., 2016). The sec-
ond type assumes that characteristics of the ice-covered bed
topography resemble the nearby ice-free landscape (Clarke
et al., 2009). Under this premise, an artificial neural network
is trained with digital elevation models (DEMs) of the sur-
rounding area. Another reconstruction approach (Gantayat
et al., 2014) uses additional information on surface velocities
and it relies on the shallow ice approximation (SIA; Hutter,
1983; Morland, 1986). Under this assumption, surface veloc-
ities directly translate into ice-thickness values dependent on
glacier-surface slopes. Most of the participating approaches
rely, however, on mass conservation. This implies that they
need information on the difference between the actual sur-
face mass balance (SMB) and the contemporaneous surface
elevation changes. This difference is referred to as the ap-
parent mass balance (AMB; Farinotti et al., 2009b). A large
subset of the mass-conserving approaches assumes a generic
AMB informed by the geographic location and the continen-
tal character of the prevailing climate (Farinotti et al., 2009a;
Huss and Farinotti, 2012; Clarke et al., 2013). In addition,
these approaches rely on the SIA and require an input ice-
discharge value for marine-terminating glaciers. As standard
procedure, many of the above approaches dissect glacier out-
lines into a number of centrelines along which the actual re-
construction is performed. Consequently, these approaches
are computationally efficient but they require a final inter-
polation of the thickness values between these centrelines.
To avoid such an interpolation, other mass-conservation ap-
proaches determine a solution over entire glacier basins
(Morlighem et al., 2011; McNabb et al., 2012; Brinkerhoff
et al., 2016) at the expense of computational costs. Two
strategies are pursued for these reconstruction types. For the
one type, ice-flow models are applied in a pseudo-transient
way such that the actual surface elevation remains close to
observations optimising the bed topography (van Pelt et al.,
2013). For the other type, ice velocities are taken from ob-
servations and enter the mass-conservation equation, which
is then directly solved for ice thickness (Morlighem et al.,
2011; McNabb et al., 2012; Mosbeux et al., 2016).
From an observational perspective, operational and reg-
ular satellite imagery acquisition and processing has be-
come an indispensable and continuously growing source
of information. Therefore, automated procedures have been
brought in place providing products such as glacier out-
lines (Bishop et al., 2004; Atwood et al., 2010; Nuth et al.,
2013; Rankl et al., 2014; Paul et al., 2015), digital ele-
vation models (ArcticDEM, http://pgc.umn.edu/arcticdem;
ASTER GDEM2, https://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gdem.asp;
Tachikawa et al., 2011; SRTM, http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/
srtm/; Farr et al., 2007; TanDEM-X, http://www.dlr.de/eo/en/
desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-5727/10086_read-21046/; Rankl
and Braun, 2016) and surface velocities (Joughin et al., 2010;
Rignot et al., 2011; Rignot and Mouginot, 2012; Rankl et al.,
2014; Rosenau et al., 2015; Seehaus et al., 2015; Fahne-
stock et al., 2016; Seehaus et al., 2016). Surface elevation
changes can be inferred from DEM differencing. Much de-
velopment effort is put into reducing DEM uncertainties
associated with signal penetration and not-well-known firn
properties (e.g. Gardelle et al., 2012; Berthier et al., 2016).
Depending on the mission, surface elevation changes can
be generated almost operationally for large areas (Gardelle
et al., 2013; Rankl and Braun, 2016). Concerning surface ve-
locities from remote sensing, a good coverage is challenging
in areas where displacements are small, where the glacier
surface is featureless or during periods of rapid changes
in surface characteristics. Moreover, associated uncertain-
ties generally exceed 10 m yr−1 (e.g. Seehaus et al., 2015;
Schwaizer, 2016), which limits the reliability in slow-moving
areas. The SMB field is another prerequisite for mass con-
servation. It is not directly measurable by remote sensing
techniques. Sparse SMB records can be used to determine
elevation gradients that are then extrapolated according to
a regional DEM (Farinotti et al., 2009b). Otherwise, SMB
records are exploited to validate parametric SMB approaches
(Möller et al., 2016) or more complex regional climate mod-
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els (Lang et al., 2015; Aas et al., 2016). For ice-thickness
measurements, a standardised, open-access database has re-
cently been launched (Gärtner-Roer et al., 2014), and its
gradual growth already justified an updated release (Gärtner-
Roer et al., 2016). Despite this international effort, many
thickness measurements still remain unpublished.
In light of the continuously growing body of informa-
tion, it becomes easier to gather the input fields for sophisti-
cated thickness-reconstruction approaches. In this regard, we
present a two-step approach that provides a physically based
thickness field over entire glacier basins, ice fields or ice
caps. The first step has limited input requirements (Sect. 2.2).
In the second step, additional velocity information is ex-
ploited to update and improve the thickness reconstruction
in specific areas (Sect. 2.3). A final interpolation of the basal
topography is not required. For a set of three test geometries
on Svalbard, the necessary input data were gathered (Sect. 3)
and thickness maps are inferred (Sect. 4). A rich thickness
record is available on these test glaciers and serves to con-
strain both the ice-thickness distribution and the associated
map of error estimates.
2 Methods
The thickness-reconstruction approach is based on mass
conservation and largely originates from ideas presented in
Morlighem et al. (2011). We opted for a two-step approach
because surface velocity information from satellite remote
sensing often fails to cover entire drainage basins. In the
first step, an ice flux is calculated from the difference be-
tween SMB and surface elevation changes. The flux solution
is translated into a glacier-wide thickness field assuming the
SIA (Hutter, 1983). In the second step, the thickness field is
updated in areas with reliable velocity information.
2.1 Mass conservation
Over the ice-covered domain, the material incompressibil-
ity can be written as follows (p. 333 in Cuffey and Paterson,
2010):
∂H
∂t
+∇ · (uH)= b˙s+ b˙b. (1)
Here, ∇· is the divergence operator in two dimensions, H is
the ice thickness, u= (u1, u2) are the vertically averaged, hor-
izontal velocity components and ∂H/∂t are temporal sur-
face elevation changes. Surface and basal mass balance are
denoted with b˙s and b˙b, respectively. The flux divergence
∇ ·F =∇ ·uH is unknown a priori and we rearrange accord-
ingly.
∇ ·F = a˙ (2)
All source and sink terms are combined in the appar-
ent mass balance field a˙= b˙s+ b˙b− ∂H/∂t . Throughout this
manuscript, we assume that the basal mass balance b˙b is neg-
ligible.
2.2 First step: flux-based solution
In a first step, the mass conservation (Eq. 2) is solved for the
ice flux F (Sect. 2.2.2) while prescribing the flux direction
(Sect. 2.2.1). The flux solution is translated into a glacier-
wide thickness field relying on the SIA (Sect. 2.2.4). In a last
step, the error associated with the thickness reconstruction is
estimated (Sect. 2.2.5).
2.2.1 Flux direction
With prior knowledge only on a˙, the single mass-
conservation equation is insufficient to determine the two
unknown flux components. To close the system, ice flux is
separated into its magnitude F and its direction vector r .
F = F · r (3)
The direction is specified following Brinkerhoff and Johnson
(2015) as the solution to
τ s =∇
[
(l ·H)2∇ · τ s
]
+ τ d. (4)
Here, τ s is a smoothed version of the driving stress
τ d= (ρg) ·H · ∇h. Other parameters needing specification
include the ice density ρ= 917 kg m−3, the gravitational ac-
celeration g= 9.18 m s−2 and the surface elevation h. The
flux direction vector r is computed by normalising τ s. Along
the lateral glacier margin 0, the following boundary condi-
tion is set:
(∇ · τ s) ·n0 = 0. (5)
Here, n0 is perpendicular to 0. The solution to Eq. (4) is
equivalent to an averaging of the driving stress using a vari-
able length scale (lH ). This scaling stems from theoretical
work on the influence of longitudinal stress gradients on
glacier flow (Kamb and Echelmeyer, 1986). These stress gra-
dients are comparable to membrane stresses in thin body
mechanics (Hindmarsh, 2006). Membrane stresses can in-
stantly transmit perturbations upglacier but this transmission
was shown to be a secondary factor in terms of centennial
ice-sheet volume evolution (Fürst et al., 2013). The asso-
ciated scaling length is usually expressed as a multiple l
of the ice thickness H . For l= 10, we find that resultant
flux streamlines are inappropriately averaged over adjacent
branches of a single valley glacier. For l= 1 however, the
routing remained locally defined. We therefore decided to
prescribe l= 3, in agreement with the suggestion by Kamb
and Echelmeyer (1986), who expected coupling lengths for
valley glaciers between l= 1 and l= 3.
By construction, the ice thickness is a priori unknown and
so is the coupling length scale (lH ). Therefore, we assume
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H = 100 m to compute an initial flux direction field r . Then,
a first estimate is available for the thickness field and flux
directions are updated accordingly. Thereafter, directions are
kept fixed during the optimisation (Sect. 2.2.3). The reasons
for prescribing the direction are to limit the degrees of free-
dom during the optimisation and because the first-step thick-
ness field already captures the general magnitude of the ob-
servations giving reasonable coupling length (lH ).
2.2.2 Flux magnitude
To determine the flux magnitude F according to Eqs. (2)
and (3), we use the Elmer finite-element software developed
at the Center for Science in Finland (CSC-IT, http://www.
csc.fi/elmer/) and more specifically the mass-conservation
solver implemented in its glaciological extension Elmer/Ice
(Gagliardini and Zwinger, 2008; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012;
Gagliardini et al., 2013). For the discretisation of the prob-
lem, we select the stabilised streamline-upwind Petrov–
Galerkin (SUPG) scheme (Brooks and Hughes, 1982). Along
all land-terminating segments of the glacier outline, we im-
pose a zero-flux condition. A free boundary condition is cho-
sen across marine ice fronts, providing an ice-discharge es-
timate consistent with the AMB. Inflow boundaries did not
occur in our setup. These would require Dirichlet conditions
on the ice flux.
2.2.3 Cost function and single-variate optimisation
The direct flux solution to all input fields often shows
widespread negative values and high spatial variability.
Therefore, we chose to iteratively update the AMB-field a˙,
as a control variable, such that undesired characteristics in
the flux field are reduced. We anticipate that the flux magni-
tude F is positive and smooth. For the purpose of the iterative
optimisation, we introduce the following cost function J .
J = λpos ·
∫

F 2 ·H [−F ]d+ λreg ·
∫

(
∂F
∂x
)2
+
(
∂F
∂y
)2
d+ λa˙ ·
∫

(
a˙− a˙init
)2
d (6)
Here, H [s] is the Heaviside function, being 0 for negative
and 1 for positive s ∈R. The first term is thus 0 for pos-
itive flux values but penalises negative flux solutions. The
second term is a regularisation, which favours smooth flux
solutions. The last term adds up differences between the iter-
atively updated a˙ and the initial input a˙init. The cost J should
primarily be considered as a function of a˙. As the AMB is it-
eratively updated, the cost should decrease. Multiplier values
are λpos= 102, λreg= 101 and λa˙ = 10−2. For Werenskiold-
breen (WSB), we chose λreg= 100 to compensate for resolu-
tion differences. The multiplier choice aimed at a balance be-
tween improving the smoothness of the flux field and reduc-
ing areas with negative flux values by adapting λpos and λreg.
The solution showed little sensitivity to changes in λa˙ .
For the optimisation of the cost function, we rely on the
“m1qn3” module (Gilbert and Lemaréchal, 1989) that can
solve large-scale unconstrained minimisation problems. It re-
quires first derivatives of the cost with respect to the single
control variables a˙. For a precise calculation of these deriva-
tives, we rely on the adjoint system associated with Eq. (2).
The stopping criterion for the iterative optimisation is non-
dimensional at 10−14 and computed as a ratio between the
current and the initial norm of the cost derivatives.
2.2.4 Inferring ice thickness
Once a flux field is determined over the glacier domain, the
ice thickness is inferred in a post-processing step. Flux values
are locally translated into thickness values assuming the SIA
(Hutter, 1983).
F ∗ = 2
n+ 2B
−n(ρg)n‖∇h‖n ·H n+2 (7)
Here, the flow law exponent is n= 3 and the superscript ∗ de-
notes a flux correction (see below and Appendix C3). Note
that, in this way, the first-step reconstruction neglects ef-
fects from basal sliding, which limits its applicability to ar-
eas of slow ice flow. The SIA is typically applied to geome-
tries with small aspect ratios (vertical vs. horizontal scales),
which is not necessarily the case for our test geometries.
Accounting for the influence of membrane stresses on ice
flow, we correct the local surface slope magnitude ‖∇h‖ in-
formed by the smoothed driving stress τ s (Eq. 4), assuming
‖τ s‖= (ρg)H · ‖∇h‖. In areas near the ice divide, surface
slopes can locally become very small and thickness values
diverge. Therefore, we decided to impose a slope threshold
α0= 1◦ as a lower limit on∇h. The chosen threshold is small
as compared to other reconstruction approaches. For a sim-
ilar reconstruction approach, combining mass conservation
with the SIA along glacier flow lines, Farinotti et al. (2009b)
apply a 5◦ limit. Assuming perfect plasticity to infer glacier
thickness in Patagonia, Carrivick et al. (2016) set a lower
limit of 1.7◦. Even though our choice for α0 is somewhat
lower, the limit is still applied over a 17 % area fraction of
the Vestfonna ice cap (VIC) test geometry (Sect. 3). For the
1.7 and 5◦ limits, this area fraction increases to 46 and 94 %,
respectively.
The ice-viscosity parameter B is unknown a priori. Yet,
where thickness measurements are available, B can be com-
puted from Eq. (7). Thereafter, the scattered information
on B is interpolated over the entire glacier domain. To avoid
unreliable extrapolation effects, we prescribe a mean B value
from all measurements around the lateral domain margin. If
no thickness measurements were available, an a priori choice
of the viscosity parameter B is required.
We apply a correction to the flux solution before com-
puting the ice thickness from Eq. (7). Details of this flux
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correction and the sensitivity of the results are given in Ap-
pendix C3. The reason is that despite the cost term on neg-
ative ice flux (Sect. 2.2.3), negative values prevail in limited
areas, which transmit into the thickness field. When the AMB
a˙ shows only few source areas with net accumulation, ice
flux remains small and negative values were found over as
much as 5 % of one test glacier. Zero transitions in the flux
solution directly transmit into the ice-thickness field. To pre-
vent such spurious variations, we correct the flux solution ac-
cording to Eq. (C1), which guarantees positive flux. In areas
of more pronounced ice flux, where the correction is not nec-
essary a priori, its effect is inherently compensated by adapt-
ing the viscosity parameter B where thickness measurements
were collected. If no thickness measurements are available,
inferred thickness values are reduced by at most 2 % for pro-
nounced ice flow.
2.2.5 Formal error estimate
Together with the thickness map, we present a formal error
map. For this purpose, the uncertainty of the input fields,
i.e. the SMB and ∂H/∂t , are propagated in two steps. Uncer-
tainties are first transmitted through the mass-conservation
equation (Eq. 2), and the resulting estimate of the flux error
is then scaled by a SIA flux-thickness conversion (Eq. 7). For
the first step, we follow the ideas presented in Morlighem
et al. (2014), who assume that the inaccurate flux field
F + δF also satisfies mass conservation.
∇ · [(F + δF ) · (r + δr)] = a˙+ δa˙ (8)
Here, δa˙ is the uncertainty of the AMB and δr is the error on
the prescribed flux direction. Neglecting second order terms
and accounting for the fact that F satisfies Eq. (2), the flux
error is a solution of
∇ · [rδF1]= ‖δa˙−∇ · [Fδr]‖. (9)
Along the land-terminating domain margin, we assume zero
flux and the thickness error estimate implicitly becomes zero.
At the thickness measurement locations, we assume that
the ice flux is known with a precision that is equivalent to
the uncertainty in the thickness measurements δHobs. The
thickness-measurement uncertainty is translated into a flux-
equivalent value using Eq. (7) without the flux correction.
The solution to Eq. (9) shows a sawtooth pattern along the
ice flow, as error estimates increase downglacier until an-
other measurement is reached. There the value drops again
to δHobs and starts to regrow. We, however, expect that mea-
surements also constrain the ice thickness upglacier. There-
fore, we assume that the uncertainty can also decrease at a
certain rate along the flow. This generic decrease rate is not
known, but we assume the same magnitude as for the above
error increase rate in Eq. (9).
∇ · [(r)δF2]= (−1.0) · ‖δa˙−∇ · [Fδr]‖ (10)
This equation requires appropriate upstream boundary con-
ditions, such that the error reaches δHobs at the next obser-
vation downglacier. Yet this is impractical, and we instead
restate the problem as an upstream error increase well con-
strained at the measurements.
∇ · [(−r)δF2]= ‖δa˙−∇ · [Fδr]‖ (11)
The two problems Eqs. (9) and (11) are structurally identi-
cal to Eq. (1) and thus numerically solved as described in
Sect. 2.2. The two formal error estimates δF1, δF2 subse-
quently enter a linear error propagation within the SIA flux-
thickness relation (Eq. 7). This yields
δHi = 1
n+ 2
[
− 2
n+ 2B
−1/n(ρg)n‖∇h‖n
]−1/(n+2)
· ‖F‖−(n+1)/(n+2) · ‖δFi‖; i ∈ {1, 2}. (12)
In this way, the error analysis is limited by the assumptions
inherited from the SIA. Uncertainties in B, ρ, g and ∇h are
not accounted for. The final thickness error estimate δH is
the minimum of δH1 and δH2.
Input uncertainties for the test geometries are presented in
Sect. 3.9. These uncertainties are chosen constant, which is
problematic in terms of the iterative optimisation. The con-
trol variable a˙ is gradually adjusted, and uncertainties of
other input fields and underlying assumptions of the recon-
struction approach are thus placed into this field. Yet it is
not evident how to iteratively update the uncertainty associ-
ated with the control parameter and we accept some limita-
tions here. The relevance of this assumption can be assessed
from a comparison of the initial and the final AMB field (Ap-
pendix B).
Another source of uncertainty relies on the fact that the
mass-conservation equation (Eq. 1) is valid only at an in-
stant in time. Most input fields are, however, measured or de-
rived over finite time intervals that naturally differ. Brinker-
hoff et al. (2016) suggest that this additional uncertainty term
could directly be added to the measurement error. Yet the
magnitude is unclear for the individual fields and we there-
fore ignore it here.
2.3 Second step: velocity-based solution
In a second step, the thickness map is updated in areas where
reliable surface velocity information is available by solving
Eq. (1) directly for the glacier thickness. Equation (1) is verti-
cally integrated and the surface velocity information needs to
be first converted into a vertical mean value. Within the scope
of this methodological study, we apply this second step ex-
clusively where velocity magnitudes exceed 100 m yr−1 (de-
tails of the sub-domain delineation in Sect. 2.4). In these sub-
domains, basal sliding is assumed to dominate over internal
deformation, and therefore vertical mean and surface veloc-
ities are set equal. We rely on the same Elmer/Ice routine to
discretise and solve the mass-conservation problem as above
www.the-cryosphere.net/11/2003/2017/ The Cryosphere, 11, 2003–2032, 2017
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(Sect. 2.2). Previously inferred first-step thickness values are
prescribed as Dirichlet conditions around the lateral domain
margin, whereas no condition is imposed along marine ice
front.
2.3.1 Cost function and multi-parameter optimisation
The ice-thickness solution is optimised as we cannot antici-
pate that input fields are consistent in terms of the mass bal-
ance equation. Yet in this step the optimisation makes use of
three control variables. The AMB is complemented by both
horizontal velocity components ui . For this second-step op-
timisation, a new and more elaborate cost function N is de-
fined.
N =γpos ·
∫

H 2 ·H [−H ]d (13)
+ γobs ·
∫

(H −Hobs)2d
+ γmarine ·
∫
0marine
H 2 ·H [Hmin−H ] ·H [H −Hmax]d0
+ γreg ·
∫

(
∂H
∂x
)2
+
(
∂H
∂y
)2
d
+ γa˙ ·
∫

(
a˙− a˙init
)2
d+ γU ·
2∑
i=1
∫

(
ui − uiniti
)2
d
Most of the terms have equivalents in Eq. (6). As before, we
penalise a negative solution, high variability of the control
variables and the control-variable mismatch to initial values.
New terms are the penalty for thickness values that differ
from the measurements Hobs and the line integral along the
marine boundary 0marine. The latter integral penalises thick-
ness values outside a certain range. The lower limit of this
range stems from the fact that marine-terminating glacier
margins on Svalbard are mostly grounded (Dowdeswell,
1989). Therefore, Hmin is given by the flotation criterion
Hmin=h · ρwater/(ρwater− ρice). The upper limit is calcu-
lated from the International Bathymetric Chart of the Arc-
tic Ocean (IBCAO) bathymetry. We assume that the bed to-
pography does not significantly decrease inland and thus that
the bathymetry along the ice front should be shallower than
the maximum depth at all ocean points within a 5 km radius.
The multiplier choices are motivated as follows: first, the
most decisive multiplier is γreg. If chosen too high, bound-
ary thickness values and measurements are simply smoothed
without much consideration for the ice dynamic influence.
If chosen too low, the thickness solution of adjacent flow
lines decouples. The choice γreg= 10−2 represents a trade-
off between the two extremes. Second, we deemed it ap-
propriate to set γpos= γmarine= γobs. The value was gradu-
ally increased until the solution was appropriately affected,
giving γpos= 102. As before, the remaining two multipliers
γa˙ = 10−4 and γU = 10−8 are not very decisive and they were
mostly added to prevent divergent behaviour.
As above (Sect. 2.2.3), cost derivatives with respect to the
control variables a˙ and ui were computed from the adjoint
system to Eq. (2). Without further modifications, the iterative
optimisation preferentially modifies a˙ because the control
variables have different magnitudes. To align relative change
values, a scaling factor of 0.05 for the velocity derivatives
was introduced. Convergence of this second-step optimisa-
tion is reached using the same threshold criterion as above
(Sect. 2.2.3).
2.3.2 Error estimate
Errors are again estimated following the ideas presented in
Morlighem et al. (2014). As the ice thickness is calculated
directly from mass conservation, errors only have to be prop-
agated through Eq. (1). By analogy with Sect. 2.2.5, two sys-
tems of equations limit the error estimate.
∇ · [(+u)δH1]= ‖δa˙−∇ · [Fδu]‖
∇ · [(−u)δH2]= ‖δa˙−∇ · [Fδu]‖ (14)
The minimum value of the absolute values of these two error
estimates gives the actual thickness error δH =min(‖δH1‖,
‖δH2‖). Input uncertainty values are specified in Sect. 3.9.
Other source terms of uncertainty are implicitly neglected
(Sect. 2.2.5). These stem for instance from the iterative up-
date of the control variable and the non-contemporaneous in-
put fields.
2.4 Gridding and boundary conditions
Individual glacier outlines are first partitioned into marine
and land-terminating segments by searching whether the sur-
face elevation is 0 within 150 m of the outline point. Where
the DEM showed more advanced glacier fronts than the
glacier inventory, a marine termination is inferred within
the same search radius but with 100 m as surface eleva-
tion threshold. Subsequently, nunataks are automatically ac-
counted for in the mesh, if resolved by the target grid spac-
ing. In addition, we added grid points at each location where
thickness measurements were available. This was necessary
to prescribe internal boundary conditions on the error esti-
mates. High-resolution thickness measurements were sub-
sampled a priori in accordance with the grid resolution. From
the outline and measurement locations, a 2-D mesh with tri-
angular elements was generated using the open-source finite-
element grid generator Gmsh (http://gmsh.info/ (Geuzaine
and Remacle, 2009). Nodal values for all input fields are de-
termined relying on a standard natural-neighbour Sibsonian
interpolation procedure (Fan et al., 2005).
In the first-step reconstruction, two external boundary con-
ditions are necessary around the glacier domain. At outflow
boundaries along marine ice fronts, no condition is imposed
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on the ice flux. Where glaciers terminate on land, a zero-
flux Dirichlet condition is imposed. For the error estimation,
internal boundary conditions are applied at thickness mea-
surement locations. There, δF1, δF2 are set in accordance
to reported thickness measurement errors (Sect. 3.9). In the
second step, the domain is reduced to sub-domains with reli-
able velocity information. In each drainage basin, the largest
sub-domain is chosen from all areas in which velocity ob-
servations exceed 100 m yr−1. At the lateral boundaries of
this sub-domain, ice-thickness values as well as thickness er-
ror estimates are prescribed from the first-step reconstruc-
tion. No boundary conditions are imposed along marine ice
fronts. At thickness measurement locations, Dirichlet condi-
tions are imposed on the up- and downstream error propa-
gation. Dirichlet conditions are set to the larger of two val-
ues, being either the reported measurement error or the actual
mismatch (H −Hobs). The latter changes iteratively.
3 Test geometries
The two-step reconstruction approach is tested on three ice
geometries on Svalbard, where an abundant record of thick-
ness observations was available (Fig. 1). The three test ge-
ometries are Vestfonna ice cap on Nordaustlandet, the land-
terminating Werenskioldbreen, and the glacier complex com-
posed of the marine-terminating Austre Torellbreen, Hans-
breen and Paierlbreen (THPB). The latter two geometries
are located in Wedel Jarlsberg Land. Input requirements are
the glacier outline, the surface geometry, the surface mass
balance, surface elevation changes and surface velocities.
Fjord bathymetry information and thickness measurements
are used to constrain the inferred thickness values.
3.1 General characteristics
VIC is the second largest ice cap on the Svalbard archipelago
(Fig. 1; Dowdeswell, 1986a). According to the 2002–2010
glacier inventory, it covers an area of 2366 km2 with its sum-
mit area lying at 630 m a.s.l. (above sea level). Ice flow is
channelled through several elongate outlet glaciers, which
drain radially from a central crest and export ice to the
surrounding ocean (Fig. 2g). Despite the steady retreat of
most outlet glaciers since the 1970s (Dowdeswell, 1986b;
Braun et al., 2011), Søre and especially Nordre Franklin-
breen advanced notably. This readvance coincided with a
strong acceleration reaching far inland. Surface velocities
doubled and now exceed 100 m yr−1 over a large area (Po-
hjola et al., 2011). Prior to the speed-up, most of the ice was
exported via the northern branch of Nordre Franklinbreen. In
the meantime, ice velocities indicate that the southern branch
is the more prolific export path (Fig. 2g). The bimodal pat-
tern in ice dynamics is overprinted by cyclic surges with the
last active phase reported in 1952 for Søre Franklinbreen
(Błaszczyk et al., 2009). Surges are quasiperiodic cycles of
Figure 1. Overview map of the Svalbard archipelago showing ice
coverage (blue shading). The three test sites are located in two areas
on the archipelago (red shading and rectangles). The test sites are
Vestfonna ice cap (VIC) on Nordaustlandet, the glacier complex
comprising the marine-terminating Austre Torellbreen, Hansbreen
and Paierlbreen (THPB), and the land-terminating Werenskiold-
breen (WSB) in Wedel Jarlsberg Land. Background: grey-scale hill-
shaded topography based on a 50 m DEM from the Norwegian Po-
lar Institute (NPI; http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_
S0_DTM50.zip).
an active phase, during which extremely fast flow can trans-
fer an immense ice volume downglacier, followed by a qui-
escent phase during which the ice cover in the accumulation
area gradually regains its former height. Two other surge-
type glaciers are known in the eastern part of Vestfonna. Ac-
tive phases were reported in 1939 and 1992 for Rijpbreen and
during the period 1973–1980 for Bodleybreen (Dowdeswell,
1986b; Błaszczyk et al., 2009).
Austre Torellbreen is a marine-terminating glacier
(Fig. 2b) that calves into Skoddebukta and spans altitudes
from sea level to about 900 m a.s.l. The most elevated parts
of the accumulation area belong to Amundsenisen (above
700 m a.s.l.). This area is drained by Bøygisen and Løveisen.
Before reaching the ocean, Austre Torellbreen is fed by
Vrangpeisbreen from the south. Across the divide in the
south lies Hansbreen, which has a dominant main branch
receiving important lateral inflow from two prominent trib-
utaries in the southwest, i.e. Deileggbreen and Tuvbreen
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Figure 2.
(Grabiec et al., 2012). The glacier shows a somewhat re-
duced elevation range, only up to 500 m a.s.l. Beyond the
mountain range to the east lies Paierlbreen. Both glaciers
are well connected via Kvitungisen. Paierlbreen connects
again back to Amundsenisen in the north via Nornebreen.
The glacier was not only classified as marine terminating
in the 2002–2010 inventory, but it also exhibited surge be-
haviour in 1993–1999 (Błaszczyk et al., 2009; Nuth et al.,
2013). During the surge, the ice-front position was not af-
fected much. The reason might be that the surge event was
superimposed on the well-documented retreat of all marine-
terminating glaciers in the Hornsund area over the last cen-
tury (Błaszczyk et al., 2013). Austre Torellbreen, Hansbreen
and Paierlbreen cover areas of 141, 64 and 99 km2, respec-
tively. West of the THPB complex lies Werenskioldbreen (Ig-
natiuk et al., 2014). WSB is land terminating and somewhat
smaller with 27 km2.
3.2 Glacier outlines
Glacier outline information is taken from the 2002–
2010 glacier inventory described in Nuth et al. (2013). As
THPB is a well-connected glacier complex, adjacent glacier
boundaries were removed and joined into one single outline.
WSB was not merged with the THPB complex because the
shared ice divide is short and shallow (Kosibapasset has only
∼ 15 m depth). VIC is treated as a single entity by merging
all its individual drainage basins. In this way, we avoid dis-
continuities in the anticipated thickness solution across ice
ridges and divides.
3.3 Surface elevation
Concerning the Svalbard surface elevation, we rely on a
50 m digital elevation model from the 1990s (Norwegian Po-
lar Institute, 2014) provided by the Norwegian Polar Insti-
tute (NPI). This map was produced from areal photos using
photogrammetry as well as from contour lines in earlier el-
evation maps, which were digitised and interpolated. We re-
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Figure 2. Input fields to the ice-thickness reconstruction for VIC (a, c, e, g), THPB and WSB (b, d, f, h). Surface mass balance (SMB)
input (a, b) is provided by MAR as an average over the period 1979–2014 (Lang et al., 2015). Elevation changes on VIC (c) are inferred from
2003–2007 ICESat profiles. The line information along the ICESat track was linearly interpolated. In southern Spitsbergen, elevation changes
(d) were inferred from DEM differencing. A 2008 SPOT-HRS DEM was referenced to the 1990 DEM from the Norwegian Polar Institute
(NPI, http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM20.zip). The difference between SMB and surface elevation changes (e, f)
is referred to as the AMB. Surface velocity magnitudes (g, h) were inferred from 2015–2016 Sentinel-1 imagery. Background: grey-scale
hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.zip).
frained from using this DEM for VIC where it is based on
contour-line information resulting in a characteristic wave
pattern in the slope field. Therefore, we use a more re-
cent 10 m DEM inferred from 2010 radar data acquired by
the TanDEM-X mission, operated by the German Aerospace
Center (DLR; Krieger et al., 2013). The DEM was processed
from bi-static synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data using a
differential interferometric approach (Seehaus et al., 2015;
Rankl and Braun, 2016; Vijay and Braun, 2016). It was refer-
enced to sea level by laser altimetry measurements with the
Ice, Clouds, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) (Schutz
et al., 2005).
3.4 Thickness measurements
VIC thickness measurements (Fig. 4a) were obtained from
60 MHz airborne radio-echo sounding (RES) surveys be-
tween 1983 and 1986 (Dowdeswell et al., 1986). Five flight
lines run north–south across the ice cap and two from east
to west. All profiles follow centrelines of prominent out-
let glaciers. Unfortunately, no bed reflector could be iden-
tified for a large portion of these airborne data, including
most of the ice-divide area. Recently in 2008–2009, ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) data were collected by Pettersson
et al. (2011). Following Pettersson et al. (2011), the early
airborne measurements were adjusted assuming a constant
thinning rate of ∼ 0.16 m yr−1 over the entire ice cap. In ad-
dition, they estimate the measurement error for the early air-
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borne surveys from Dowdeswell et al. (1986) to be 23.1 m,
whereas the more recent GPR data shows a 9.3 m uncertainty.
In the Hornsund area, Hansbreen is well studied and an
ice-core drilling team reached the bed at three locations
in 1994 (Jania et al., 1996). Between 2004 and 2013, GPR
profiles were collected both on THPB and WSB (Navarro
et al., 2014). These surveys provide a dense grid over most
parts of these glaciers (Fig. 4b). Therefore, the early ice-
core information was discarded here because it only gives
information at three additional points and because it is not
evident how to reliably estimate surface elevation changes
since the early 1990s. For WSB, the GPR measurement error
was analysed in depth accounting for positioning-related ice-
thickness uncertainty (Lapazaran et al., 2016). Measurement
errors fall into a range of 3.3 to 6.8 m with an average value
of 4.5 m. These error values ignore a known uncertainty term
originating from 2-D data migration (Moran et al., 2000).
This migration is common practice, but it ignores transver-
sal bedrock slopes. This processing uncertainty attains up to
14 m for a certain part of a small and shallow Alaskan valley
glacier. It is impossible to determine a priori this uncertainty
for each measurement on Svalbard, and we therefore ignore
this source term here.
3.5 Surface mass balance
For the SMB information, we rely on the regional climate
model MAR (Modèle Atmopshérique Régional; Lang et al.,
2015). MAR combines a hydrostatic model for the atmo-
spheric circulation with a physically based model for snow-
pack evolution. The MAR-SMB simulations cover the entire
archipelago (Fig. 2a and b) and were validated by Lang et al.
(2015) against available climatic variables as well as SMB
measurements from Pinglot et al. (1999, 2001). The differ-
ence between modelled SMB values and 10 used validation
sites shows a low bias of −0.03 m i.e. yr−1 with a standard
deviation of 0.14 m i.e. yr−1. The latter value is considered as
an uncertainty estimate for the SMB field. Simulations were
conducted on a regular 7.5 km grid, but a downscaled output
was provided on 200 m spacing using an interpolation strat-
egy that distinguishes the various SMB components (Franco
et al., 2012). The components are interpolated according to
locally defined, vertical gradients. For the reconstruction, the
annual SMB record was averaged over 1979–2015.
To assess the sensitivity of the thickness reconstruction
to the SMB input (Appendix C1), results from the Weather
Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) were considered
(Aas et al., 2016). The WRF-SMB field represents the pe-
riod 2003–2013 and has a 3 km resolution. The field could
not be downscaled as above for the MAR results. Therefore,
the SMB sensitivity is only assessed on the larger VIC ge-
ometry.
3.6 Surface elevation changes
Over VIC, 2003–2007 elevation changes (Fig. 2c) were in-
ferred from ICESat altimetry measurements (Moholdt et al.,
2010). The laser altimetry system has a footprint of 70 m di-
ameter with 170 m along-track spacing. Across-track spac-
ing is irregular and much larger with several kilometres. A
natural-neighbour Sibsonian interpolation1 (Fan et al., 2005)
is used to estimate elevation changes in between these scat-
tered ICESat measurements. Moholdt et al. (2010) report
that the local root-mean-square deviation of several hundred
surface-change estimates is 0.3 m yr−1.
For Wedel Jarlsberg Land, elevation changes were calcu-
lated by differencing the NPI 20 m DEM (Norwegian Po-
lar Institute, 2014) from 1990 with a 40 m DEM inferred
from 2008 imagery acquired by the high-resolution stereo-
scopic (HRS) sensor on-board SPOT 5 (Korona et al., 2009).
The DEMs were first co-registered (Nuth and Kääb, 2011)
before subsequent differencing and resampling to 100 m
(Fig. 2d). No information on the DEM differencing uncer-
tainty was available.
3.7 Surface velocities
Using satellite imagery acquired between January 2015 and
September 2016 by the C-band synthetic aperture radar on-
board Sentinel-1, we apply intensity offset tracking to con-
secutive image pairs (Strozzi et al., 2002; Seehaus et al.,
2016). The time series of displacement fields is first filtered
for obvious outliers within a kernel size scaling with the pre-
vailing flow direction and magnitude (Seehaus et al., 2016).
Then, fields are stacked using median averaging to obtain
maximum coverage and to reduce effects from short-term or
seasonal fluctuations (Fig. 2g and h). Velocity maps are pro-
vided at 100 m resolution. The uncertainty associated to the
inferred velocity maps is estimated on 70 stable reference
areas without ice cover. We find an average uncertainty of
19 m yr−1, which is comparable to independent uncertainty
estimates for merged Sentinel-1 imagery with minimum val-
ues of ∼ 17 m yr−1 (Schwaizer, 2016).
3.8 Fjord bathymetries
Information on the fjord bathymetry is used to further con-
strain the thickness reconstruction at marine ice fronts. The
new International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean
(IBCAO version 3.0; http://www.ibcao.org/) holds a wealth
of new measurements around the Svalbard archipelago
(Jakobsson et al., 2012). It comprises several recent multi-
beam surveys that entered deep into some major fjords and
collected high-resolution seafloor information (Ottesen et al.,
2007). Around the archipelago, the new IBCAO map is pro-
vided at a spatial resolution of 500 m.
1Source code available at: https://github.com/sakov/nn-c/tree/
master/nn.
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Figure 3. Ice-flux solution after cost optimisation for VIC (a), THPB and WSB (b). Starting at the ice crest on VIC, ice flux gradually
increases and converges. Before the ocean is reached, the outflow is channelled through several major outlet glaciers. Flux values at marine
ice fronts are a natural result of the mass overturning. Background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m DEM (http:
//publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.zip).
3.9 Grid specifications and input uncertainties
The target resolution for the meshing is set to 200 m for
THPB and VIC and 100 m for WSB. Observations for all test
geometries are very densely spaced and we decided to only
keep measurements that are more than 50 m apart, which
is half of the minimum grid spacing. The initial 20 792,
44 921 and 21 273 measurements collected on VIC, THPB
and WSB were thus reduced to 4475, 5945 and 1189 points,
respectively.
From the above presentation of the input fields available
for the test geometries, we define input uncertainties for the
formal error propagation in Sects. 2.2.5 and 2.3.2. First, the
Dirichlet conditions on the error on the WSB and THPB
thickness measurement δH is set to 5 m (Lapazaran et al.,
2016). For VIC, we prescribe 10 and 25 m for the ground and
airborne RES data, respectively (Pettersson et al., 2011). Sec-
ond, the AMB uncertainty is estimated to be δa˙= 0.4 m yr−1,
which is the sum of the individual error estimate reported for
SMB and surface elevation changes (Sects. 3.5 and 3.6). For
the first-step reconstruction, we estimate a 20 % error in the
flux direction δr . Only a scalar estimate is necessary here
because of the normalisation of the direction vector r . The
surface velocity uncertainty is directly inferred from ground
control points: δu= 20 m yr−1.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 First-step reconstruction
This section covers the presentation and discussion of the ice-
flux solution, the reconstructed thickness and bedrock eleva-
tion fields as well as the error estimates. In the error analysis,
actual mismatch values from a fraction of withheld measure-
ments are compared to the formal error estimate (Sect. 2.2.5).
In the appendix, interested readers find a brief discussion of
the viscosity parameter (Appendix A) and a sensitivity as-
sessment with respect to changes in SMB and in the surface
geometry as well as with respect to a flux correction (Ap-
pendix C).
4.1.1 Ice flux
For Vestfonna ice cap, the ice-flux field is very instructive
(Fig. 3). For many drainage basins, ice flux is small near
the ice divide and gradually increases downglacier. The in-
crease results from ice accumulated along flow lines as well
as from flow convergence towards the lateral margin. Of-
ten, ice flux is highest near the equilibrium line altitude.
For Gimlebreen, Bragebreen, Idunbreen, Aldousbreen and
Bodleybreen, ice flux remains elevated up to the marine ice
fronts. For Gimlebreen, Bragebreen and Idunbreen, these
high values are explained by an increasingly positive a˙ to-
wards the ice front (Fig. 2e). Also for Aldousbreen, a˙ stays
positive near the glacier tongue. Unlike these examples, the
AMB turns negative long before the margin is reached for
Nordre Franklinbreen and Frazerbreen. There, elevated ice-
flux values are maintained by strong convergence. For Nor-
dre Franklinbreen, the ice flux mainly follows the southern
branch.
For WSB and THPB, the ice flux is small all along the
land-terminating margin and increases towards centrelines.
For Austre Torellbreen, we find strong flux convergence
along Bøygisen and Løveisen. Further downstream, ice-flux
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Figure 4. First-step ice-thickness map for VIC (a, c), THPB and WSB (b, d) accounting for thickness measurements. Thickness values for
marine ice fronts are non-zero and a natural outcome of the underlying mass budget calculation. For VIC, thickness measurements (coloured
dots) were collected with airborne radio-echo sounding instruments (Dowdeswell et al., 1986) as well as with ground-based pulsed radar
systems (Pettersson et al., 2011; Navarro et al., 2014). For THPB and WSB, measurements were collected during several GPR campaigns
between 2004 and 2012 (Navarro et al., 2014). The upper (a, b) and lower (c, d) panels show the respective thickness fields when all or only
1 % of all thickness measurements were used in the first-step reconstruction, respectively. For the ice cap, mean thickness values are not
very sensitive to the data availability, whereas the not well constrained reconstruction for THPB and WSB produces low biased estimates.
Background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.
zip).
magnitudes remain constant as the AMB is close to zero. Un-
like this balanced situation, a pronounced surface subsidence
over most of Paierlbreen is not explained by the SMB and re-
sults in a positive AMB over the entire catchment area. This
imbalance is compensated by extensive downwasting imply-
ing a gradual flux increase up to the marine ice front. The im-
balance itself might partially reflect the long-term geometric
adjustment of Paierlbreen to the surge in 1993–1999. Yet we
cannot exclude that the SMB model underestimates the mag-
nitude of surface melting or that a bias is introduced by the
DEM differencing (Sect. 3.6). In any case, the Paierlbreen
setup is challenging because there is almost no sink in the
AMB and ice is primarily lost via the marine ice front. The
main branch of WSB shows very small flux values. The rea-
son is that source areas (a˙ > 0 in Fig. 2f) are very limited
and located on two small glacier branches joining from the
north. Though they provide a certain ice flux, values along
the main branch remain close to zero. Under the input SMB
and elevation-change fields, no important ice-dynamic bal-
ancing is required.
4.1.2 Ice thickness and bedrock elevation
The first-step thickness map (Fig. 4) depends on surface
slopes, thickness measurements and the ice-flux solution.
The latter reflects both climatological and geometric infor-
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Figure 5. Bedrock topography associated to the thickness field in Fig. 4 for VIC (a, c), THPB and WSB (b, d). In absence of direct
measurements, negative values over larger areas were not anticipated for Gimlebreen and Idunbreen based on a direct interpolation of
thickness data (Pettersson et al., 2011). Upper and lower panels reflect the respective amount of considered thickness measurements as in
Fig. 4. Ice-free background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_
S0_DTM50.zip). Ice-covered background: grey-scale hill-shaded bedrock topography.
mation. For VIC, we find a mean thickness of 228 m (Ta-
ble C1). This value is significantly higher than the previously
reported 185 m, which was inferred from a direct kriging in-
terpolation (Pettersson et al., 2011) of the same observations
that entered our reconstruction. One reason for the differ-
ences is that our reconstruction produces thicker ice along
outlet glacier troughs. Such deep and often overdeepened
channels (Frazerbreen and Franklinbreen in Fig. 5) are ex-
plained by convergent ice flow draining large zones of the
ice-cap accumulation area (Dowdeswell and Collin, 1990).
For Bragebreen and Gimlebreen, the reconstruction suggests
deep troughs which arise from a very positive AMB. The
troughs are absent in the kriging interpolation as no obser-
vations were collected in these regions. Another reason for
the differences is that kriging is expected to underestimate
the ice thickness along the land-terminating margins away
from observations. For our approach, the margin thickness
is affected by physical quantities such as ice flux and sur-
face geometry. An illustrative example for this effect is the
dome-like surface topography of Forsiusbreen in the south-
west of VIC. This glacier is almost disconnected from the
main ice cap and the closest thickness measurements were
taken more than 10 km away. As a consequence, Pettersson
et al. (2011) generate limited thickness values from kriging.
In our reconstruction, a small ice dome is predicted (Fig. 4a)
that is even grounded slightly below sea level in its central ar-
eas (Fig. 5a). In general, the first-step thickness map suggests
that more than 13.3 % of the ice-covered area is grounded be-
low sea level. Previously, it was thought that only a 5 % area
fraction lay below sea level, due to limited measurements
from the outer part of the ice cap. In terms of total ice volume,
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the first-step thickness map yields 540.2 km3 as compared to
the 442 km3 from kriging (Pettersson et al., 2011).
For the THPB and WSB systems in southern Spitsbergen
(Fig. 4b), an abundant observational record was available.
Therefore, we expect that relative differences between thick-
ness maps from a direct interpolation and the first-step re-
construction should be small. From a direct kriging interpola-
tion by Navarro et al. (2014), the mean thickness estimate for
the THPB system is 184 m as compared to 176 m here (Ta-
ble C1). For the land-terminating WSB, a mean thickness of
119 and 112 m is found. Relative differences between these
values are smaller than 6 %. The slightly updated volume es-
timates are then 53.5 and 3.0 km3, respectively. Despite the
similarity in these values, we see several systematic differ-
ences in the thickness maps from these two approaches. First,
the kriging map shows that the measurements were interpo-
lated, ignoring the presence of some ice-free nunataks (for
example above the confluence of Bøygisen and Løveisen in
Fig. 4 in Navarro et al., 2014). Similarly, ice thickness does
not tend to zero along some land-terminating margins. These
positive biases are compensated in other areas, where thick-
ness measurements are not reproduced after kriging. A clear
difference is seen along Vrangpeisbreen. In its upper reaches,
the direct interpolation shows values below 100 m (Fig. 4 in
Navarro et al., 2014), whereas the thickness measurements
along the centreline readily exceed 200 m (Fig. 4b). These
measurements are by construction reproduced here. Turning
to the basal topography, we find elongate troughs reaching far
upglacier from the marine terminus (Fig. 5b). The bedrock
elevation is below zero over 12 % of the entire THPB area.
For Hansbreen, the bed remains below sea level almost up to
Kvitungisen.
For many glaciers, only few or even no thickness measure-
ments are available, and, therefore, we want to asses a lack
of in situ measurements. For this purpose, we recomputed
all thickness fields relying on a random 1 % sample of all
thickness measurements (Fig. 4c and d). For VIC, we find
a slightly larger value for the mean ice thickness of 230 m
and the total ice volume of 543.3 km3 (Table C1). General
characteristics of the basal topography are already imprinted
in the poorly informed reconstruction (Fig. 5c). For THPB
and WSB, the mean ice-thickness values are reduced to
145 and 100 m from previously 176 and 112 m, respectively.
For THPB, the substantial thickness reduction implies that
the area fraction grounded below sea level falls from 12 to
8 %. In many places, the sparsely informed reconstruction
underestimates the depth of elongate, narrow bed troughs
(e.g. Nornebreen, Vrangpeisbreen). The densely spaced GPR
grid measured on Hansbreen provides an ideal test case to
estimate how well the reconstruction performs without many
measurements. Though an elongated bed trough is predicted,
thickness values and the slope of lateral valley sides are un-
derestimated. Moreover, the patterns in the bedrock topogra-
phies differ (Fig. 5b and d). These differences imply that not
all features in the bedrock topography are necessarily well
Table 1. Fraction of all validation measurements for which the ab-
solute mismatch is less than the predicted error estimate. Values are
given in percent.
Fraction of withheld Test geometries
measurements (%) VIC THPB WSB
99 84.0 63.9 88.7
95 89.0 80.0 87.0
90 93.0 79.4 91.1
80 94.7 82.8 94.1
70 96.2 86.0 93.4
60 97.3 88.6 96.1
50 97.3 88.7 95.6
40 97.9 89.2 96.8
30 97.9 89.5 96.9
20 97.5 89.5 98.0
10 98.4 91.2 96.6
1 100.0 93.1 90.9
imprinted in the glacier surface nor the flux field. Admittedly,
a certain degree of details in the slope field is removed by the
geometric smoothing (Sect. 2.2.1).
4.1.3 Thickness error estimates
The following error analysis is two-fold: we first present and
discuss error-estimate maps from the formal error propaga-
tion of input uncertainties as described in Sect. 2.2.5. Sec-
ondly, we split the abundant thickness measurement record
into two subsets. One subset is used in the reconstruction
(Sect. 2.2.4), whereas the remainder is withheld for valida-
tion. The validation subset is used to infer actual mismatch
values at the respective measurement location. Average val-
ues for the actual mismatch are then compared with the re-
spective formal error estimates.
Estimates from error propagation
Relying on a formal error propagation (Sect. 2.2.5), it be-
comes possible to provide an error map (Fig. 6a and b). Us-
ing all thickness observations, the survey tracks are visible
as small values in all error maps. Away from these measure-
ments, error estimates gradually increase in both direction
along streamlines. More abrupt variations are found perpen-
dicular to the inferred flux direction. We therefore suggest
that future measurement campaigns should give priority to
across-flow profiles. Values are highest in areas where ice
flux is small, as for example along the southwestern part of
the VIC divide and on a large part of the land-terminating
WSB. For the latter area, error estimates are largest. These
extreme values are caused by negligible ice flux over a major
part of the domain (Sect. 4.1.1). The error-estimate map of
VIC also highlights that measurements should ideally be ac-
quired on both sides of an ice divide. For Idunbreen, no mea-
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Figure 6. Error-estimate map based on the error propagation presented in Sect. (2.2.5) for VIC (a, c), THPB and WSB (b, d). Values are most
elevated in the vicinity of unconstrained ice divides and ridges as well as in other stagnant areas. Error estimates are equal to the measurement
uncertainty where observations were collected. Upper and lower panels reflect the amount of considered thickness measurements as in Fig. 4.
Black dots indicate the measurement locations. For the withheld fraction of measurements, dots are coloured where the difference between
observed and reconstructed thickness values exceeds the error bounds. For these outliers, green or purple colours indicate that observations
are strongly over- or underestimated by the reconstruction, respectively. Background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m
DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.zip).
surements were obtained (Fig. 4a), which leads to elevated
error estimates over most of this drainage basin (Fig. 6a).
Thickness measurements collected just across the ice divide
were not transmitted over the crest to the Idunbreen catch-
ment area.
Considering only 1 % of all thickness measurements, the
error estimates become larger (Fig. 6c and d). The ice-cap
setup (VIC) shows the largest values along ice divides and
ridges where flux values are smallest (Fig. 6c). On WSB and
THPB (Fig. 6d), maximum error estimates are again found
in the stagnant areas on WSB, but values on Hansbreen and
Austre Torellbreen are also elevated. In critical areas on ice
caps and glaciers, we confirm that local error estimates can
readily reach 50 % of the inferred ice thickness if thickness
measurements are sparse.
Actual thickness mismatch
A pressing question is whether the magnitude of these error-
estimate maps is reliable and falls into a realistic range. For
this purpose, we withheld a random sample of all thickness
measurements from the reconstruction and computed an ab-
solute thickness mismatch for comparison. The sample size
is defined as a fraction of all measurements and we investi-
gated the range from 1 to 99 %.
In a first attempt, we directly compared the formal error
estimates to the in situ absolute mismatch values. Ideally,
these two values would show a positive correlation. Yet no
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Figure 7. Median values for the absolute thickness mismatches and the error estimates at measurement locations not included during the
reconstruction. Marker colours indicate the respective fraction of all measurements withheld from the reconstruction. Dashed crosses span
the interquartile range of all mismatch values (horizontal) and all formal error estimates (vertical). For orientation, the identity line was added
in grey.
clear dependence was discernible for any of the sample sizes.
Both data distributions, for mismatch values and error esti-
mates, are not normal. Being robust to outliers, we decided
to quantify these distributions in terms of medians and quar-
tiles (Fig. 7). In this aggregate sense, error estimates tend to
overestimate the absolute mismatch. For small fractions of
withheld measurements, the overestimation is stronger. This
bias is not surprising as formal error estimates cannot fall
below a preset measurement error (Sect. 3.9), whereas high
correlation between thickness values at an adjacent location
results in very low mismatch values. If only 1 % of the mea-
surements is withheld, median mismatch values do not ex-
ceed 3 m, which simply reflects spatial data correlation. For
this case, median error estimates are about 20 m for VIC and
THPB. Error estimates are problematic on the stagnant WSB
setup, where we find a median of 149 m, which exceeds the
mean ice thickness. For a withheld data fraction of 99 %, we
find mismatch medians of 21 m for VIC, 47 m for THPB and
36 m for WSB. Again these are overestimated by the median
error estimates of 102, 66 and 360 m, respectively. Again the
value on WSB stands out. We conclude that aggregated val-
ues of formal error estimates show a tendency to exceed mis-
match values.
The above aggregate assessment suggested that the error
estimates could serve as upper constraints for the actual mis-
match. However, it remains unclear how reliable this inter-
pretation is at individual measurement locations. We there-
fore compute the data fraction of all withheld measurements
for which the actual mismatch is less than the predicted error
estimate (Table 1). If only a 1 % fraction of the measurements
is withheld, more than 90 % of the actual mismatch values
fall into the error bounds. On VIC, even 100 % is reached.
As before, these high values simply reflect the strong spa-
tial correlation in the measurements. Gradually withholding
more data for validation, the data fraction for which the upper
error constraints are valid decreases. The minimum of 64 %
is reached for THPB. These numbers give a first indication
on the spatial reliability of the error-estimate map. Looking
at the spatial distribution of violated error bounds (Fig. 6c
and d), a clustering is visible for the ice-cap setup (VIC).
We find violations along the land-terminating margin, where
inferred thickness values tend to underestimate the measure-
ments. Concerning violation in the interior, a tendency for
overestimating the thickness values is discernible. For the
more constrained valley glacier setups (THPB and WSB),
these tendencies are not confirmed.
We conclude that median error estimates overestimate the
mismatch values and could therefore serve as an upper er-
ror constraint. Accepting this interpretation, we can pro-
vide a maximum error range for aggregate quantities. Mean
thickness values for VIC, THPB and WSB fall into a range
of 172–320, 141–217 and 46–508 m, respectively. For the
area fraction of ice grounded below sea level, we find ranges
of 7–23 % for VIC and 7–22 % for THPB. The maximum
range on VIC is clearly exceeded by the 5% area fraction
inferred by a direct interpolation of measurements. Despite
this aggregate assessment, the spatial reliability of interpret-
ing the error-estimate map in terms of an upper constraint for
local measurements becomes increasingly difficult the fewer
measurements are available.
4.2 Second-step reconstruction
The second step of this reconstruction is applied in one sub-
domain for each test geometry, where velocity measurements
exceed 100 m yr−1 (Fig. 2g and h). In these sub-domains,
mass conservation is directly solved for the unknown ice
thickness. As this solution is additionally informed by ve-
locity observations, we expect an improved thickness field.
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Figure 8. Ice thickness (a, b) as in Fig. 4 and associated bedrock topography (c, d) as in Fig. 5 for VIC (a, c) and THPB (b, d). Along
the outlet glaciers (non-transparent lurid colours), the two fields were updated in the second-step accounting for velocity observations in the
mass conservation. Partially transparent areas in these maps (unsaturated colours) stem from the first-step reconstruction, for which values
are inferred from the flux solution.
4.2.1 Ice thickness
On VIC, ice thickness is updated along eight fast-flowing
outlet glaciers (Fig. 8a and c). In these areas, the new thick-
ness field can differ considerably from the first-step recon-
struction (Fig. 4), particularly in areas with sparse observa-
tional constraints as for Idunbreen and Rijpbreen. The reason
is that velocity streamlines deviate from the geometrically
prescribed flux direction. Consequently, the ice is distributed
differently. For Idunbreen and Rijpbreen, deeper troughs are
found somewhat away from the ice front and a larger ice vol-
ume is inferred. For all other outlet glaciers, the ice volume
estimate decreases. In addition, spurious along-flow varia-
tions in the geometrically controlled first-step thickness field,
for instance on Bodleybreen and Rijpbreen (Fig. 4a), are not
visible in the second-step field. Accounting for the second-
step reconstruction, both the total ice volume and the mean
ice thickness slightly decrease to 538.8 km3 and 227 m, re-
spectively. The area fraction of ice grounded below sea level
slightly reduces to 13.0 %.
In Wedel Jarlsberg Land, thickness fields are updated for
the three fast-moving frontal areas of the THPB complex.
The wealth of thickness observations implies that the first-
and second-step reconstructions are very similar (Fig. 8b).
This is certainly the case for Paierlbreen. Differences become
largest near the calving fronts because of the free boundary
condition. For Hansbreen, the bed trough near the ice front
becomes both deeper and wider. For Austre Torellbreen, dif-
ferences are more apparent as only two along-flow measure-
ment profiles constrain the thickness field at low elevations.
Along its centreline at the confluence with Vrangpeisbreen,
an overdeepened spot in the first-step reconstruction is flat-
tened in the updated basal topography (Fig. 8d). The frontal
area is also thinner than in the first-step reconstruction. For
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Figure 9. Error-estimate map as in Fig. 6 for VIC (a) and THPB (b). Partially transparent areas in the thickness maps (unsaturated colours)
stem from the first-step reconstruction, for which ice thickness is inferred from the ice-flux solution. Along the outlet glaciers (non-transparent
lurid colours), error estimates are updated relying on velocity observations (Fig. 2c and d).
the entire THPB complex, we find a small reduction of the
average thickness to 173 m.
4.2.2 Mismatch and error estimates
The updated error-estimate map (Fig. 9) is informed by first-
step values at lateral boundaries. These estimates are now
propagated along velocity streamlines, which themselves
are inferred from measurements. On Frazerbreen and Hans-
breen, large first-step error estimates near the ice front are
reduced because of high velocities. In the sub-domains on
VIC, magnitudes of the updated error estimates tend to in-
crease as compared to the first-step values. A possible reason
is the relatively large input velocity uncertainty of 20 m yr−1.
We repeat the aggregate error assessment from above
(Fig. 10). For VIC and THPB, we find that median mismatch
values are higher than in the first step. So despite the ad-
ditional velocity information, the second-step reconstruction
is not necessarily able to produce a more reliable thickness
map. Another trend is seen in the interquartile error-estimate
range, which is often reduced, certainly for THPB. No trend
is seen in the median error estimates between the first- and
second-step reconstruction. Values reduce for THPB and in-
crease for VIC as compared to the first step. Following the
above interpretation of these aggregated error estimates in
terms of a maximum range, we can update the mean thick-
ness ranges to 171–320 and 142–212 m for VIC and THPB,
respectively. The maximum ranges for the area fraction be-
low sea level become 6–23 and 6–18 %, respectively.
5 General discussion
In this section, we discuss the central assumptions and
caveats of the presented reconstruction approach. For the
first step, sliding is neglected, assuming that ice motion is
an exclusive result from internal deformation. In areas with-
out thickness and velocity information, this assumption is
likely the dominant source of uncertainties and biases the re-
sults towards higher thickness values. Other reconstruction
approaches use an empirical scaling relation (e.g. Farinotti
et al., 2009b) or incorporate a transiently resolved relation
for basal water availability (van Pelt et al., 2013). In either
case, formulations are basic because of our limited knowl-
edge of basal conditions. Although these approaches are
valuable attempts to address the issue of unknown basal con-
ditions, it remains questionable whether uncertainties in the
reconstructed thickness field are in fact reduced. Here, we
instead address basal sliding by relying on direct measure-
ments of the surface velocities but limited to sub-domains
where magnitudes exceed 100 m yr−1. These velocity mea-
surements comprise motion arising from both internal defor-
mation and basal sliding. For THPB and VIC we find reduced
values for the mean glacier thickness when using velocities.
This concurs with the expected high bias in the first step.
Another caveat in the first-step reconstruction is the as-
sumption that the ice flux follows a smoothed version of
the surface-slope field (Sect. 2.2). The smoothing is spatially
variable, accounting for non-local flow coupling via mem-
brane stresses. Although the direction choice might be ap-
propriate in slow-moving areas, the actual velocity vector
can point elsewhere. The situation becomes even more com-
plex for surging glaciers, for which the surface topography is
notably modified during these short-term events. An exam-
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Figure 10. Median values for the absolute thickness mismatches and the error estimates as in Fig. (7). Values are only calculated within the
sub-domains. Symbols with black edges represent the results from the first step. Symbols without edge line indicate the second-step results.
ples is Franklinbreen on VIC, for which velocity information
from the early 1990s shows main outflow via the northern
outlet branch. Using the 1990 DEM for the first-step recon-
struction (Sect. C2), most ice is exported via the southern
branch (not shown). Therefore, the surface topography is not
necessarily the best indicator for the flow direction. In the
second step, we were able to update the thickness field in
consistency with the 2015–2016 velocity fields, with prefer-
ential outflow also via the southern branch. Yet even for this
reconstruction, it is not evident how to account for impor-
tant, non-regular dynamic changes, such as surging, as for
instance on Franklinbreen and Paierlbreen (Błaszczyk et al.,
2009).
The provided error-estimate map is shown to be a prac-
tical measure for a first error assessment. The underlying
error analysis inherits all assumptions made in the mass-
conserving reconstruction and thereby accounts for vari-
ous input uncertainties. A fundamental assumption is that
the error estimate is the minimum value of two solutions
(Sect. 2.2.5). These two solutions stem from an error increase
or an error decrease along the flow, both assumed to change
at the same rate. We argue that the latter solution is nec-
essary to constrain the error estimate upstream of measure-
ments. However, the assumed magnitude of the decrease rate
is disputable. Furthermore, the error analysis neglects other
sources of uncertainty. First, not all input fields are contem-
poraneous, and therefore an inconsistency is introduced in
the mass-conservation equation. Second, the control param-
eters a˙, u1 and u2 are updated during the optimisation. These
changes are unaccounted for in the constant input uncertain-
ties. Third, input fields are time averaged. Such averaging
suppresses seasonal signals for instance in the velocity mea-
surements or is simply a necessity to obtain a climatologi-
cally meaningful SMB field. Yet the averaging adds further
to the uncertainty. Finally, uncertainties in some SIA param-
eters and variables remain unconsidered, including surface-
slope magnitude and the viscosity parameter. The latter is
even unconstrained if no thickness measurement is available.
All these unconsidered source terms reduce the reliability
of the presented error-estimate map. In a stringent Bayesian
framework, Brinkerhoff et al. (2016) were able to account for
many of the above terms.
Concerning the sensitivity of the thickness map of VIC to
changes in the input SMB and the input DEM (Appendix C),
we find that integrated values as mean ice thickness and ice
volumes are rather insensitive. On VIC, relative differences
in our analysis remain within 5 % (Table C1). Differences
in these integrated values reduce as more and more thickness
measurements are available. Locally, differences can become
large. Without thickness measurements for correction, an off-
set in the SMB directly translates into a thickness bias. Con-
cerning the flux correction, relative differences in the total
ice volume can reach 6 %, though most test cases show a
smaller sensitivity below 3 %. For the ice-cap setup VIC, rel-
ative differences remain even smaller than 1 %. The central
assumption in the second-step reconstruction is that surface
velocities equal vertical mean values. This assumption is jus-
tified as this step is only applied in areas where surface veloc-
ities exceed 100 m yr−1. There, basal sliding is likely dom-
inant. An aggregate assessment of the thickness mismatch
indicates that the second-step thickness update is not neces-
sarily more reliable than the first step. Though the updated
field is consistent with the actual flow field, mismatch values
tend to be larger than in the first-step reconstruction. Reasons
for a worse match are that velocity measurements also in-
troduce further uncertainty and that thickness measurements
enter as a cost term during the second step rather than being
imposed in the first step. In addition, the sub-domain delin-
eation might not be optimal.
6 Conclusions
We present a two-step, mass-conserving reconstruction ap-
proach to infer glacier thickness maps with prior knowledge
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on source and sink terms in the mass budget. The two steps
guarantee applicability in absence of velocity measurements.
In the first step, a glacier-wide thickness field is inferred
from a balance flux calculation on the basis of an apparent
mass balance field. The second step requires velocity mea-
surements, which are often not reliable over an entire glacier
drainage basin. Therefore, the glacier thickness is only up-
dated over a sub-domain. This updated field is consistent
with the observed flow field and shows a seamless transition
into the glacier-wide first-step map. In both steps, available
thickness measurements are readily assimilated to constrain
the reconstruction. Moreover, the inferred thickness field is
provided together with an error-estimate map, based on a for-
mal propagation of input uncertainties. Here, we present and
apply this approach to various glacier geometries on Sval-
bard where an abundant thickness record was available.
The approach is found to be most beneficial in areas where
thickness observations are sparse or unavailable. There, our
reconstruction is informed by the glacier geometry and the
AMB. Direct interpolations of thickness measurements of-
ten ignore this geometric and climatic information and fill a
gaps according to distant measurements. The associated er-
ror map estimated from our reconstruction additionally high-
lights areas with least constrained ice thickness, namely away
from observations and especially where ice flow is small or
even stagnates. In an aggregate, glacier-wide sense, the ac-
tual thickness mismatch is shown to reach 25 % for glaciers
with only few thickness measurements. In absence of such
measurements, the aggregate mismatch freely scales with a
priori choices for not-well-constrained parameters.
In light of the growing body of information on glacier
changes with satellite remote sensing, reconstruction ap-
proaches for mapping glacier ice thickness are less and less
limited from the input side. Therefore, 2-D approaches be-
come increasingly attractive and favourable because a final
interpolation, which fills gaps between reconstruction pro-
files, can be avoided. However, the largest limitation on the
applicability of 2-D approaches is the availability of regional
information on surface elevation changes and surface mass
balance. Elevation change maps from satellite remote sens-
ing have already been presented for several regions but fur-
ther development is necessary to reduce uncertainties associ-
ated with signal penetration and firn properties. Concerning
regional SMB fields, we can either rely on parametric ap-
proaches or on regional climate models. In absence of both
SMB and ∂th, a most basic parametric AMB approach has
already been forwarded to infer distributed thickness fields
worldwide (Huss and Farinotti, 2012).
Data availability. The data can be requested from the correspond-
ing author. In the near future, we will provide consistent Svalbard-
wide fields for ice thickness and error estimates via one of the com-
mon online repositories.
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Appendix A: Viscosity parameter
To translate the ice-flux solution into an ice-thickness field,
the ice-viscosity parameter B has to be defined (Fig. A1).
Parameter values are inferred at locations where thick-
ness measurements are available via Eq. (7). The resul-
tant point information is then interpolated over the en-
tire glacier domain (Sect. 2.2.4). For VIC, we find val-
ues covering a spectrum from 0.02 to 0.55× 106 Pa yr1/3,
which corresponds to a rate-factor range from 1.90× 10−25
to 3.07× 10−21 Pa−3 s−1. For ice temperatures between
−20 and 0 ◦C, we would expect rate-factor values between
1.0× 10−25 and 2.4× 10−24 Pa−3 s−1 (e.g. p. 75, in Cuffey
and Paterson, 2010). The inferred values for VIC clearly ex-
ceed this meaningful range and should therefore not be in-
terpreted in terms of a material property. The ice viscosity
is a tuning factor, which compensates for any assumptions
in the reconstruction or deficiencies and inconsistencies of
input fields. The parameter is further aliased by not account-
ing for basal sliding. The highest viscosities are inferred in
areas next to land-terminating boundaries. These areas are
also characterised by small flux values. As observations show
some non-negligible thickness values there, B has to be high.
The lowest values are seen in the northern part of the ice cap
and along the lower trunk of Aldousbreen. For this glacier,
one might interpret these low values in terms of sliding.
However, for other outlet glaciers, the viscosity parameter is
not necessarily decreased as compared with the surrounding
area. This inconsistency also suggests that a physical inter-
pretation of the viscosity parameter is delicate.
Figure A1. The ice-viscosity parameter B for VIC (a), THPB and WSB (b) is inferred during the first step of the reconstruction as explained
in Sect. 2.2.4. This parameter is used to match observed and reconstructed thickness values. An interpretation in terms of material property
is delicate because the parameter compensates for input uncertainties and inconsistencies as well as for assumptions in the first-step recon-
struction. Background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI 50 m DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_
DTM50.zip).
For the THPB and WSB area, the B-field also shows
strong variations (Fig. A1). Values cover a range from 0.02 to
2.20× 106 Pa yr1/3, corresponding to a rate factor range be-
tween 2.97× 10−27 and 2.28× 10−21 Pa−3 s−1. The inferred
range is even larger than for VIC and again exceeds the phys-
ical range. Yet for these glaciers, a pattern might be dis-
cernible. High viscosities are often concentrated along cen-
tral glacier flow lines. One explanation could be that the flux
solution shows a low bias along these trunks as a result of
systematic inconsistencies between the input SMB and the
surface elevation changes. Such a systematic effect would
naturally cumulate as ice flow converges towards centrelines.
Lowest viscosity values are concentrated along the ridges
and in the flat area between the nunataks separating Paierl-
breen and Austre Torellbreen.
In summary, the interpretation of the viscosity field B in
terms of ice dynamics is rather limited because values ex-
ceed the physical range. The field should rather be seen as
a multiplier for tuning purposes as it can compensate for un-
certainties in and inconsistencies between input fields as well
as for assumptions within this first-step reconstruction. B is
presented here to visualise that a single viscosity parame-
ter might not be sufficient to capture all spatial variations in
the thickness field. Initially, a best-fit single viscosity value
over entire drainage basins was used, but the thickness pat-
tern could not be explained by variations in ice flux and sur-
face slopes alone (Eq. 7). A single viscosity parameter re-
sulted in underestimated ice thickness for the thick parts of
the glacier and overestimated values for shallower parts (not
shown). Other comparable state-of-the-art approaches often
use a constant value for entire glacier basins (Farinotti et al.,
2009b; Huss and Farinotti, 2012; van Pelt et al., 2013).
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Appendix B: Apparent mass balance
In this section, we will briefly discuss how the AMB-
field a˙ is adapted during the first-step optimisation when all
thickness measurements are taken into account (Figs. 2e, f
and B1). On the ice cap geometry, differences between the
initial and the final AMB field are most expressed along the
ice divide, along other ridges and along some centrelines,
as for instance on Frazerbreen. The reason for pronounced
changes along these features is that they are focal areas in
terms of flux convergence or divergence. AMB modifications
there can efficiently correct for flux deficiencies (as defined
by the cost function) over a large area of influence (either
up- or downstream). The initial AMB shows only negative
values over the little ice dome feeding Forsiusbreen. Yet af-
ter optimisation a small source area was created, which ex-
plains the presence of ice in this area. Despite these most
pronounced changes, the average AMB over the ice cap is
initially 0.02 m yr−1 while finally we find 0.03 m yr−1. This
is an increase of 35 %. For WSB, even the sign of the AMB
average changes as initially the main branch of the glacier
shows hardly any source region with positive AMB. As ice
flux is expected to be positive and as no inflow is possi-
ble along the upper land-terminated margin, the optimisation
guides the system to a more equilibrated AMB state over this
glacier. For THPB, the input AMB shows an area average of
4.1 m yr−1, differing by less than one per mille from the final
average. For THPB, differences between the final and the ini-
tial AMB field are again most expressed along certain flow
lines.
Figure B1. Final apparent mass balance a˙ for VIC (a), THPB and WSB (b) after minimisation of the cost function. During this minimisation,
a˙ is iteratively adjusted. The input values of a˙ are presented in Fig. 2e and f. Background: grey-scale hill-shaded topography based on a NPI
50 m DEM (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.zip).
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Appendix C: Sensitivity analysis
C1 Surface mass balance
Here, the sensitivity of the first-step reconstruction to the
SMB input is briefly discussed for VIC (Fig. 8). For this
purpose, we exchange the 1975–2015 MAR-SMB with the
2003–2013 WRF-SMB (Sect. 3.5). A fundamental discrep-
ancy between the simulated time periods becomes apparent
when integrating the SMB fields over the ice cap. We obtain
mean SMB values of −0.08 for MAR and −0.3 m i.e. yr−1
per unit area for WRF. For the WRF-SMB, more ice is re-
moved at low elevations consistent with the warmer climatic
conditions of the more recent period. When using all thick-
ness measurements, the new thickness field (Fig. C1a) is very
similar (Fig. 4a), showing a slightly reduced mean value of
225 m as compared to 228 m (Table C1). Consequently, the
new volume estimate is also reduced to 531.9 km3 (about
2 %). Reduced thickness values are best discernible near the
ice fronts of Gimlebreen, Idunbreen and Bodleybreen. Due
to a lack of observations in these regions, the reconstruction
is not well constrained, and, as the WRF-SMB removes more
ice, glacier thickness estimates become smaller. This reduc-
tion is important as the ice cliff height determines the un-
known ice discharge. The frontal reduction is less clear for
the land-terminating margin because steeper surface slopes
limit the ablation-zone extent. The reduction becomes even
more evident when only 1 % of the thickness measurements
is used (Fig. C1b). However, thickness values near the ice di-
vide are not necessarily smaller. On average, the ice volume
estimate is reduced to 515.9 km3 and a mean thickness value
of 218 m is found (as compared to 230 m). In general, the re-
construction is capable of compensating poorly constrained
SMB data where the thickness record has good spatial cov-
erage.
C2 Surface topography
The sensitivity of the first-step thickness field to the DEM
choice is smaller as compared to the SMB sensitivity. The ex-
change of the 2010 DEM (Sect. 3.3) with the NPI 1990 DEM
results in a relative thickness and ice-volume difference
of less than 1.3 % (Table C1). Maximum thickness values
increase slightly. The new thickness field is comparably
smooth because the NPI DEM on VIC was computed from
contour line information. As a consequence, some patterns
change in the reconstructed ice-thickness map (Fig. C2).
One more prominent difference is that the lower trunk of
Franklinbreen becomes more elongate and deep. Pattern dif-
ferences are again more expressed in the case when less
thickness observations are used. Locally, thickness differ-
ences can become very high. Therefore, the DEM choice is
important for a reliable reconstruction. However, volume dif-
ferences are relatively small (< 1.3 %) as compared to ex-
pected mismatch values of more than 25 %, if no observa-
tions were available.
C3 Negative ice flux
On VIC and THPB, the area fraction with negative ice flux
is 1.2 and 3.1 %, respectively. On WSB, however, the flux
solution over the main branch is generally very small and
shows many zero transitions. Consequently, the area-fraction
is higher at 4.1 %. The reason is that the AMB shows no dom-
inant source area in the upper glacier ranges. The zero tran-
sitions in the flux solution would directly transmit into the
ice-thickness field. To avoid such transitions, we correct the
flux as follows:
F ∗ = (1− κ) · ‖F‖+ κ ·Fcrit, with
κ = 1− 2/pi · atan
(
F 2/F 2crit
)
. (C1)
The exact functional dependence for κ is not decisive but the
choice has to assure a smooth transition. Fcrit is set to 10 %
of the average flux magnitude over the domain. This value
proved reasonable for the WSB setup. For smaller values,
the flux field in the vicinity of negative values is less and less
affected, resulting in a more abrupt transition. Along the lat-
eral land-terminating domain margin, we keep F =F ∗= 0.
When thickness measurements are available, the effect of this
flux correction on the inferred thickness is compensated by
the calculation of the ice viscosity. Without measurements
and for F >Fcrit, the functional dependence implies that the
reduction effect on the inferred thickness field remains be-
low 2 %. Where flux magnitudes exceed the domain average
(10×Fcrit), the effect on the ice thickness falls below 0.15 %.
For F <Fcrit, thickness values are effectively increased.
The flux correction applied during the first-step recon-
struction (Sect. 2.2.4) could be considered an important bias.
Note, however, that the correction is not added to the flux so-
lution itself (Fig. 3) and that it does not enter the error calcu-
lations (Sect. 2.2.5). The correction is only applied when in-
ferring ice-thickness values for the purpose of avoiding zero
transitions in areas where flux values turn negative. In this
way, it only affects the ice thickness and the viscosity param-
eter. Where negative values occur, the flux solution and the
geometrically imposed flux direction cannot be reconciled.
The negative values prevail despite the penalty in the cost
function during the optimisation (Sect. 2.2.3). An increase of
the respective multiplier in the cost function resulted only in
a limited improvement on WSB and came at the expense of a
more variable flux field on all geometries. Therefore, we in-
stead decided to introduce a correction term that guarantees
positive flux values in the SIA equation (Eq. 7). The correc-
tion is primarily required for WSB, for which magnitudes of
the flux solution are very small. Nevertheless, we applied it
to all geometries to keep a uniformity approach.
The first-step thickness solution is most sensitive to the
flux correction in small areas along divides and ridges
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(Fig. C3). For VIC, streak features with small thickness val-
ues appear for instance on Bragebreen (in the southwest) and
northeast of Bodleybreen. Similar features are difficult to dis-
cern for THPB. More prominent are the effects on WSB.
There, a noise pattern of near-zero values appears for the
thickness field of the main trunk where flux values are small
(Fig. 3). The bogus noise pattern is not acceptable as we ex-
pect that the thickness field shows more gradual changes. For
VIC, relative differences in ice volume and mean ice thick-
ness remain below 1 % (Table C1). When all available thick-
ness measurements are considered, these relative differences
do not exceed 2.5 % for all our test geometries. If the recon-
struction is badly informed by only 1 % of all measurements,
the value increases to 5.8 % on THPB, while it does note ex-
ceed 1 % for the VIC and WSB. The flux correction does not
introduce a preference for either reducing or increasing the
mean ice thickness.
Figure C1. Ice-thickness map for VIC as in Fig. 4 based on the 2003–2013 WRF-SMB field using all (a) or only 1 % (b) of the thickness
measurements.
Figure C2. Ice-thickness map for VIC as in Fig. 4. Here, the reconstruction is conducted with the NPI 50 m (http://publicdatasets.data.npolar.
no/kartdata/NP_S0_DTM50.zip) as surface topography using either all (a) or only 1 % (b) of the thickness measurements.
In summary, the effect of the flux correction can lead to a
considerable difference in ice volume in the cases where no
thickness measurements are available and where small flux
values prevail over a large area. Yet, where measurements
are available, a compensation is possible via the ice-viscosity
parameter B. The effect of the flux correction is expected to
be largest for stagnating glaciers, whereas for dynamically
active glaciers, consequences will be negligible. The ice-flux
field gives an indication on whether consequences are ex-
pected to be large and where they will be most expressed. In
any case, the error-estimate map will highlight areas where
the correction is most important. For the main trunk of WSB,
error estimates exceed by far the inferred thickness values
(Fig. 6b).
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Figure C3. Ice thickness for VIC (a, c), THPB and WSB (b, d) as in Fig. 4. Here, the first-step SIA thickness field is not corrected for
negative flux values (Sect. 2.2.4). For WSB, many spots appear in central areas where ice thickness is very small. These bogus variations are
a consequence of zero transitions in the flux field. For VIC and THPB such bogus variations are limited to some few small areas.
Table C1. Reconstruction sensitivity as quantified by the mean and maximum ice thickness, the ice volume and the area fraction grounded
below sea level. The ‡symbol separates values stemming from a reconstruction using either all or only a 1 % fraction of the available thickness
measurements.
Setting Glacier Mean Maximum Ice volume Area fraction
geometry thickness thickness below sea level
abbreviation (m) (m) (km3) (%)
Reference VIC 228.3 ‡ 229.6 448.5 ‡ 452.7 540.2 ‡ 543.3 13.3 ‡ 13.4
THPB 175.7 ‡ 145.3 611.1 ‡ 563.6 53.5 ‡ 44.3 12.2 ‡ 7.84
WSB 112.1 ‡ 100.3 279.0 ‡ 210.8 3.00 ‡ 2.68 0.25 ‡ 0.08
WRF-SMB VIC 224.8 ‡ 218.0 467.0 ‡ 424.7 531.9 ‡ 515.9 12.0 ‡ 10.2
NPI 50 m DEM VIC 225.5 ‡ 230.5 451.0 ‡ 475.7 533.6 ‡ 545.5 12.5 ‡ 13.0
No flux correction VIC 227.8 ‡ 231.6 580.1 ‡ 563.1 538.9 ‡ 547.9 13.2 ‡ 13.2
THPB 171.5 ‡ 136.9 609.5 ‡ 563.5 52.3 ‡ 41.7 12.4 ‡ 7.84
WSB 114.5 ‡ 100.9 412.9 ‡ 265.8 3.06 ‡ 2.70 0.17 ‡ 0.20
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